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The change in the oscillation frequency in the current of
an atmospheric helium glow discharge is a sensitive detector
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CAPILLARY COLUMN GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
INTRODUCTION
A gas discharge is defined as the flow of electrical
current through a gaseous medium(1).Gas discharges exist
under many different conditions and are classified by their
operating parameters.The current density flowing through
the gas, the applied voltage across the electrodes, and the
pressure (or more precisely the density of the gas)
characterize the type of discharge.At low pressures a
Townsend discharge is characterized by a very small current
density (in the RA/cm2 range) and a normal glow discharge is
characterized by current in the range of mA/cm2 with a
relatively low constant voltage (200 V).The normal glow
discharge is self-sustaining and the gas becomes luminous.
An abnormal glow discharge occurs when the cathode is
covered with glow and the voltage increases as the current
increases.
The ions, atoms, and electrons of the support gas for a
gas discharge collide and the ions and electrons carry the
current across the electrodes.Many different kinds of
collisions are possible and rarely will a species be
involved in no collisions.From the interaction of the species in the gas, several
distinct light and dark regions develop.The most familiar
of gas discharges at low pressures (0.1-10 Torr), a normal
glow discharge, has eight distinct regions: an Aston dark
space, cathode glow, cathode dark space, negative glow,
Faraday dark space, positive column, anode dark space and
anode glow.The majority of the potential difference
between the electrodes exists in the cathode dark space.
The negative glow is the brightest area of the discharge.
Figure 1. The Glow Discharge :the flow of electrical
current through a gaseous medium.The visible radiation in this region is the result of the
atoms being excited and ionized.The Faraday dark space is
where the electrons begin to experience the potential of the
anode and accelerate towards it (Figure 1).
A discharge at atmospheric pressure may also have these
same characteristic regions.Applying the Similarity
Principle, a normal glow discharge at atmospheric pressure
may be obtained by building a cell in exact proportions as
one with lower pressure, but with a decrease in the size of
the electrodes and the distance between them proportionally
smaller (2).At higher pressures the density of the gas
increases.Therefore the distance between the electrodes
and their sizes need to decrease in order for Paschen's Law
to apply (2).It is known that the length of the cathode
region decreases with an increase in current density and the
cathode dark space becomes almost too small to be visibly
detected (1).
Only a first order approximation can be made using the
Similarity Principle.The kind of gas and the different
types of collisions limit the correlation between the low
and higher pressure normal glow discharges.For example,
when ionization occurs via a two-step process (e.g.
excitation to a metastable state followed by an ionizing
collision) the Similarity Principle breaks down.
For over several centuries electrical discharges have
been investigated by researchers.Interest in gases and
their ability to transport current have resulted in many4
applications of the gas discharge and the understanding of
their fundamental processes.The glow discharge is a
energetic environment which can be utilized in many
different techniques.The glow discharge has been used as
an atomization or ionization source for a variety of
spectroscopies.The most common example is the application
in atomic emission spectrometry.Glow discharges have also
been applied to atomic absorption, atomic fluorescence and
as an ion source for mass spectrometry (3).In solid sample
elemental analysis the glow discharge has been most
successful.
Glow discharges have been applied to detectors for gas
and liquid chromatography.Harley and Pretorius (4)
measured the voltage change across a low pressure normal
glow discharge in 1956.In 1958 studies by Pitkethly showed
the voltage change across a nitrogen glow discharge produced
a nearly linear response for propane, isobutane and n-butane
over 3 decades of concentration (5).In 1991, a low
pressure argon discharge was used by Kuzuya and Piepmeier as
a sensitive chromatography detector by measuring the change
in frequency of a 427-kHz oscillation in the current (6).
Later studies by Smith and Piepmeier showed that the ratio
of frequency to current response may be able to identify the
individual compounds in a separated mixture of hydrocarbons
using multivariate data analysis (7,8).
Not only have glow discharges been used for gas
chromatography but glow discharges have also been shown to5
be useful in detecting the impurities in an aqueous flowing
effluent with a liquid interfaced glow discharge at
atmospheric pressure (9).
The purpose of this research is to demonstrate that an
atmospheric pressure miniature oscillating glow discharge
can be used to detect and measure the concentration of the
impurities in the effluent from a capillary gas
chromatograph.In this application the plasma support gas
is helium and the electrodes and cell are at atmospheric
pressure.This study includes the design of the glow
discharge cell, the determination of the optimum operating
parameters for a stable oscillating current, and using those
conditions determine if the oscillating frequency is




The brass body of the detector cell was machined with six
ports from a solid cube 2.7 cm on each edge (Figure 2).The
cell rests in an aluminum block (Figure 3)on top of the gas
chromatograph (Figure 4).Tefzel caps (Omnifit Atlantic
Beach, NY) at each sealed port electrically isolate the cell
from the electrodes, the block and the gas chromatograph
(Figure 3).The effluent from a modified Tracor 565
capillary gas chromatograph enters through the bottom port.
The alignment of the electrodes, a critical factor for a
stable glow discharge, may be viewed during adjustment
through the top and left side ports, using a lens and a UV
filter.A microscope halogen lamp (VWR Scientific Seattle,
WA) illuminates the electrodes through the right side port.
The top Tefzel cap not only has a UV filter and a lens but
also a 27.5 cm long 1/16-in.-o.d. x 0.020-in.-i.d. PEEK
tubing inserted into the side of the cap, where the effluent
exits the detector cell.The right side port is sealed
closed with a Tefzel cap and Torr Seal (Varian Vacuum
Products Lexington, MA).The remaining two ports hold the
electrodes with 1/16-in.-i.d. x 13/64-in.-o.d. Vitron o-
rings, 1/16-in.-i.d. PTFE cones (Omnifit Atlantic Beach, NY)
and Tefzel caps.The total internal volume of the cell is
































Figure 4. The Stage for the Detector Cell on the Gas
Chromatograph
Electrodes
Each electrode is mounted in a Plexiglas block with two
Teflon screws (Figure 4).The blocks are mounted opposite
each other across the cell.Each block is on a micrometer
stage in order to control the distance between the
electrodes.Both electrodes are machined from 1.8-mm-o.d. x
14.5-cm stainless steel rods with hollow brass cone tips.
Twenty-four gauge platinum wire 10 mm in length is soldered10
into each brass tip (Figure 5c).The platinum cathode is
tapered and has a flat end with a surfacearea of 0.76 mm2.
The anode has a cone shape with a 15° angle of inclination.
The surfaces of the electrodes are polished with fiber-
optics polishing paper while viewing undera low-powered
microscope.The distance between the electrodes is
typically 0.2 mm, measured coaxially from the flat edge of
the cathode to the point of the anode cone.
Figure 5. The Platinum Electrodes;(a) the anode tip
facing out (40x).(b) The cathode edge facing out (40x).
(c) Both the anode and the cathode (4.6x), each division
equals 0.01 in.(d) The side view of the anode and the
cathode (40x).11
Electronics
The glow discharge is powered by a regulated adjustable
negative 400-V dc power supply.
A 2.25-MA 1-W resistor, connected between the negative
terminal end of the power supply and the cathode, limits the
current (Figure 6).A 703-52, 2-W resistor between the anode
and the power supply ground samples the average current and
oscillating signal.A digital multimeter is placed in
series with the circuit to monitor the average current.
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to the analog to
digital converter13
of 10 kHz followed by another follower-with-gain-of-two
(AD844AN).Next a log amplifier (AD844AN) reduces the
variation in the amplitude of the signal and inverts the
signal.Then before the signal enters a Schmitt trigger
(74132N) the offset and amplitude are adjusted with another
operational amplifier circuit (AD844AN) with a variable
gain.After the Schmitt Trigger, the TTL signal enters
counter Zero (8254, 16-bit counter) on a DASH-8
(ComputerBoards, Inc. Mansfield, MA) computer interface
board.A 100-Hz signal from counter Two on the computer
board is sent to a DM74161N counter (external circuit) which
divides it by 10.The 10-Hz signal is then inverted and
returns to the gating input of counter Zero.The gate is
configured to count the TTL signal, the oscillating
frequency signal, for 90 ms at intervals of 100 ms.The
other 10 ms is used to transfer data from the board to the
computer memory.14
Figure 8.The Frequency Circuit (highlighted): A, follower-
with-gain;B, high pass filter;C, log amplifier;D,
amplifier with offset;E, voltage amplifier with a low pass
filter;F, follower-with-gain .Each operational
amplifier is powered with +15 and -15 volts and decoupled by
















to the analog to
digital converter16
The current signal is read after the first follower-with-
gain-of-two operational amplifier circuit (AD844AN).This
operational amplifier is followed by a voltage amplifier
with a low-pass filter (100-Hz cutoff frequency) which
passes the dc component of the signal (Figure 9).An
adjustable offset is obtained, using a 1213-f/resistor,
connected between the non-inverting input of the amplifier
and -15 V.Then the signal enters another follower-with-a-
gain-of-two operational amplifier circuit (AD844AN) and
finally is sent to the 12-bit analog to digital converter on
the DASH-8 board in the computer.A Microsoft Quickbasic
program controls, stores and manipulates the data
(Appendix).
Both the average cell current and frequency signals were
collected for each run.17
Figure 9. The Current Circuit (highlighted): A, follower-
with-gain;B, high pass filter;C, log amplifier;D,
amplifier with offset;E, voltage amplifier with a low pass
filter;F, follower-with-gain .Each operational
amplifier is powered with +15 and -15 volts and decoupled by






















to the analog to
digital converter19
Gas Chromatograph
The Tracor 565 gas chromatograph (GC) is modified for
isothermal direct-injection capillary column gas
chromatography.The column is a fused silica 0.32 mm-i.d. x
30 m x 1.0 pm film Econocap SE-54(5 %phenyl -95%
methylpolysiloxane)(A1ltech Deerfield, IL).For each
injection a 5-pL Dynatech Precision gas-tight syringe is
used.A Unisleeve adapter and a Uniliner (length = 60 mm)
are used to modify the GC for direct injection.
Helium (99.9%) gas flows from a tank with a two-stage
regulator, through two in-line oxygen traps (Alltech, Oxy-
purge Deerfield, IL) to the injection port on the gas
chromatograph.The pressure from the regulator to the
injection port is set at 40 psi.The column head pressure
is modified by the regulator on the GC (FS 60 psi) to a
range of 22-40 psi.For the separations the flow rate was 5
mL/min, measured with a digital Intelligent Flowmeter Model
ADM1000 (J&W Scientific Folsom, CA) at the exit of the
detector cell.
Samples
The vapor above the temperature-stabilized (22.5°C)
mixtures of four compounds, octane, nonane, decane, and
undecane (purities of 98 99%) was injected in triplicate.
The solutions were prepared using an adjustable micropipet,20












1 0.020 0.025 0.050 0.200 0.295
2 0.025 0.030 0.075 0.200 0.330
3 0.010 0.020 0.100 0.200 0.330
4 0.015 0.015 0.150 0.200 0.380
Table 1.The Volume of Analyte in Solution
Each vial had a volume of 9 mL and was sealed with a 13-
mm heavy duty Teflon/silicone disc (Alltech Deerfield, IL)
and screw cap.From the mole fraction in solution, the
temperature of the vials, and the enthalpy of vaporization
of each compound, the partial pressure over the solution was
calculated, using the van't Hoff Equation.The volume of
vapor injected for each run was 14L.Assuming an ideal
gas for the vapor, the number of moles of each compound
injected was calculated.
After inserting the syringe into the sample vial and
drawing 1 4L of vapor into the syringe body, the syringe was
held in the vial above the solution for 20 seconds to allow
time for the vapor to equilibrate.The syringe was then
withdrawn and injected into the injection port of the GC.
The syringe was withdrawn from the injection port
immediately following the start of the data collection.An21
interfering signal would occur from the removal of the
syringe, if taken out later.The vials were stored in a
polypropylene box to control the temperature of the samples.RESULTS
Glow Discharge
22
During the initial start of the glow discharge the
distance between the electrodes is decreased by and a
voltage of -480 V is applied across them.The electrodes
are then separated to promote stability.Frequency
stability is indicated visibly by a stationary glow
discharge.If the discharge jumps across to different
places on the electrode and/or to the cell, the frequency is
unstable.The factors found to affect the stability of the
glow discharge include the applied voltage, the electrode
spacing, the temperature of the oven, the metal of the
electrodes and their shape, the type of inert gas, the flow
rate, and the alignment and surface of the electrodes.
As the detector was being developed, many of the above
factors were modified in order to find the optimum operating
conditions.The voltage applied across the electrodes was
varied from -300 V to -900 V.The spacing was varied from
0.05 mm to 3 mm.The glow discharge would transform to an
arc at more negative voltages and closer spacing, and turn
off at less negative voltages and greater spacing.Argon
was tried as a possible gaseous medium for the glow
discharge but an oscillating glow discharge did not form.A
stainless steel hollow cathode, and both a brass and a
stainless steel pointed anode were tried but the frequency23
signal was unstable.The platinum electrodes described in
the Instrumentation Section were used because they offered
the best stability, perhaps because of their uniform
surfaces.
Chromatogram
After the mixture was separated and the individual
components entered the detector, the changes in the
frequency and the average cell current signals were
measured.In Figure 10 and Figure 11 the chromatograms from
the frequency response and from the average current response
are shown.
The five peaks are from an injected mixture of 3.5 x 10-10
mol of octane, 8.5 x 10-u mol of nonane, 2.6 x 10-10 mol of
decane and 1.3 x 10-10 mol of undecane.The injections were
run with the following set of parameters: the applied
voltage across the electrodes was -480 V.The average
current was -0.1030 mA, measured using a digital multimeter.
The cell voltage was 248 V.The oven was set at an
isothermal temperature of 80.0 °C with an injection port
temperature of 100.0 °C.The sample temperature was 22 °C
in the controlled polypropylene box.The helium flow rate
was 5.25 mL/min at the exit of the detector cell.24
Six thousand data points were collected ata rate of 10
points/sec.The average baseline frequency is 33.5 kHz with
a standard deviation of 0.0066 kHz, calculated using a
linear fit through 120 data points of the baseline.The
baseline average current was -0.041 mA with a standard
deviation of 0.00006 mA.The baseline drift shown is
typical for the chromatograms.
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Figure 11. The Current Chromatogram for Octane, Nonane,
Decane, and Undecane
Calibration
The frequency and the average current data were imported
into a computer curve-fitting program, PeakFit (Jandel
Scientific, San Rafael, CA), and the areas under the nonane
and decane peaks were determined.The areas of the peaks
were used to plot a calibration curve.The frequency
calibration curve for nonane, using decane as an internal




















Figure 12. The Frequency Calibration Curve for Nonane
Using Decane as the Internal Standard
The average ratio of the frequency peak areas of nonane
to decane, using three injections, was determined and the
best linear fit was plotted to display the linearity of the
response of the detector.The standard deviations of the







Table 2. Percent Relative Standard Deviation of the ratio
of the Frequency Peak Areas of Nonane to Decane for the
Three Injections of the Four Solutions
Detector Sensitivity
The sensitivity of a detector is defined as the response
of the detector per amount of the sample.Using only the
nonane frequency data for the four solutions, a best linear
fit was calculated of the average area of the 3 injections
versus the concentration (Figure 13a).From the slope of
the line,4 x 1012 Hzmin/mol, the sensitivity of the
detector for nonane is determined.For decane (Figure 13b)
the slope of the line is 1 x 1013 Hzmin /mol.The standard
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Figure 13. The Least Squares Fits used to Calculate
the Sensitivity of the Detector for Nonane (a) and for
Decane (b)29
Detection Limit
In chromatography the minimum detectable level (MDL) is
defined as 2 times the noise or standard deviation of the
detector divided by the sensitivity (10).Since integrated
area under the peak was used to obtain the sensitivity of
the detector, the standard deviation in the "area" of the
background under the peak was used to obtain the detection
limit.
In order to calculate the area under a peak, the
background signal is estimated from the baseline on both
sides of the peak (as in the curve fitting program, PeakFit)
because the background signal is not known under the peak.
Therefore, to calculate the standard deviation in the "area"
of the background signal, the background signal is estimated
by a linear interpolation from the baseline on both sides of
the peak and compared to a mean background signal measured
for a blank run where a peak would be but is not.
For example, in Figure 14 if the area under the peak is
obtained by summing N digitized signals from T1, the start
of the peak, to T2, the end of the peak and dividing by N
digitized signals, then the background signal is calculated
by summing N digitized background signals and dividing by N.
This average signal, m3, is further used with the background
signal to calculate the area under the peak.30
For example, in Figure 14, the average response (m3)from
T1 toT2is 33571 Hz for Peak A.The mean value of the
background is estimated by calculating the mean value, ml,
of the digitized baseline signals to the left of the Peak A
over a time period equal to one-half of the width of the
peak and a similar calculation is made to the right of the
A
peak, m2.The average background signal, m3, is then




The value of m3 for Peak A in Figure 12 is 0.0032 Hz.
The difference between m3 andIsn3is defined as A.
A
A=M3 M3 (2) .
For Peak A, A is 73.44 Hz.The area under Peak A is
approximatelyA*N= 793 Hzmin for N = 120 points.Peak B
is imaginary, to the right of Peak A, and the width of Peak
B is the same as the width of Peak A (T2-T1).Although a
dashed line, used to indicate the location of Peak B in
Figure 14 suggests a peak with finite area, the height and













Figure 14. Sample Chromatogram for the Calculation of the
Area of the Background
For Peak B, m3 and m3 and then the difference, A, are
calculated using the background signals.For Peak B, A is
2.03 Hzmin.Twelve runs(n) were used to calculate the
standard deviation in the area of the background.The
standard deviation in the n values of A was 0.014 Hzmin
for nonane and 0.023 Hzmin for decane.These results were
used to estimate the detection limit.Results from the
chromatogram in Figure 7 are shown below in Table 3.32
Nonane N Decane N
(Hz) (Hz)
Peak A ml 33501.09 60 33447.62 90
m3 33571.34120 33566.06180
m2 33494.72 60 33436.76 90
M.3 33497.90 33442.19
Peak B ml 33494.72 60 33433.58 90
m3 33492.83120 33424.87180
m2 33486.89 60 33415.51 90
m3 33490.80 33424.54
Peak A A 73.44Hz -min 123.87Hz-min
Peak B A 2.03Hz-min 0.32Hz-min
Table 3. Results from Sample Calculations of the Standard
Deviation in the Area of the Nonane Frequency Peak from
Solution #3, Injection #3
To confirm that the method using the mean of the detector
A
response, m3, and an estimate of the background signal, m3,
is similar to the method used to calculate the area in the
computer program, PeakFit, the areas were calculated from
both methods and compared to each other.The A of the peak
is multiplied by N digitized signals to obtain the area.N
is 120 for nonane and N is 180 for decane.The area using
the m3 method is 793 Hzmin for nonane and 2007 Hzmin for
decane.The area, using PeakFit, for the nonane peak in
Figure 10 is 816 Hzmin and for decane is 1977 Hzmin.The
areas agree to better than 3% between the two methods.33
Using the sensitivity from the slope of the best linear
fit line (area versus nonane concentration) and 3 times the
standard deviation of the "area" of the background from
above, the minimum detectable quantity of nonane is 1 x 10-1-
mol and for decane is 7 x 10-15 mol.34
CONCLUSION
The results presented in this thesis have shown that an
atmospheric pressure helium glow discharge detector may be
used to detect and measure impurities in the effluent of a
capillary column gas chromatograph.
Future studies may focus on improving the sample
preparation and injection technique to be able to inject a
very small quantity of compounds (<0.1 1.1L)in liquid rather
than in vapor phase with a wider range of concentrations
without overloading the detector.The ratio of the
frequency to current response of the detector could also be
investigated to determine if a multivariate data analysis
could be used to obtain fingerprint identification about
organic compounds.35
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APPENDIX37
APPENDIX
The Quickbasic Program that Controls the Data Collection
Filename:REVISED3.BAS
DECLARE SUB HerculesPrintScreen ()
REM Comments about revisions...
'RTDAS8Pa.BAS, 1-27-92, FROM REALTIME.BAS, 4-9-91, FROM DASH16PL.BAS, 9-11-88ED
PIEPMEIER
'4-1-92, add PgUp, PgDn to move cursor to peak or valley, V to view original
plot, defaults for 1st plot
'1-27-92, counters 0 and 1 of DAS8-PGA give true frequency count(no overflow)
and A/D 12-bit on DASH8 now used, average 250 points
'12/91 last modification
'3-14-89 MODIFIED TO READ CURRENT AFTER COUNT HAS BEEN STORED
AND PLOT ON TOP OF FREQUENCY POINTS
and STORE DATA ON DISK IN PAIRS
MSHERC.COM MUST BE RUN FIRST IF THE HERCULES SCREEN IS TO BE USED
ERROR HANDLING ADDED FOR FILE NAMES
'4/4/91 MODIFIED TO MEASURE and print TRUE FREQUENCY
'3-31-89 cursor peak finding routine added
and file saving routine modified to allow choice of output file to
list peak information. Also option to use CGA or HERC screens.
'7-93,1-94modified for understanding and clarity by SSB
'TO CONVERT FROM THE CGA TO HERCULES GRAPH THE FOLLOWING CHANGES WERE MADE
'TO THE SCALING FACTORS.(As part of the subroutine Select.Screen)








REMDefine Variables, Records, and Arrays here...
TYPE RECORDTYPE
OUTDATA AS LONG 'defines RECORDTYPE as a long integer with 2 elements:
OUTDATA2 AS LONG 'OUTDATA and OUTDATA2
END TYPE
ARRAY.SIZE = 6500
DIM RECORDVAR AS RECORDTYPE
DIM PEAK!(30), INTEN!(30), PEAKDESC$(30)
DIM number$(0 TO 30), HORZ.CURSOR(720), VERT.CURSOR(348)38
DIM X.DATA(ARRAY.SIZE), Y.DATA&(ARRAY.SIZE), A.DATA(ARRAY.SIZE)
DIM X.TEMP(ARRAY.SIZE), Y.TEMP(ARRAY.SIZE)
DIM XL%(ARRAY.SIZE), XH%(ARRAY.SIZE), XL1%(ARRAY.SIZE), XH1%(ARRAY.SIZE)
DIM PEAK.BACKGROUND(30)
DIM PEAK.HEIGHT(30)
DIM bkgd!(ARRAY.SIZE), ResponseHARRAY.SIZE), Peak.Area!(ARRAY.SIZE)
REM %INTEGER, &LONG INTEGER, #DOUBLE PRECISION, !SINGLE PRECISION
disk$ = "b:"
DISK2$ = "e:\das8\data\"
NUMB.AVE = 20 'pts. to avg. for PgUp/PgDn search?
DOT = 1'1=Line PLOT, 0=dot PLOT, 3=x PLOT,4 =+ PLOT
mA.PER.AD = .0008214 'mA per A/D bit default value
current.reading.index = 2'current applies to 2nd data point; do not use 1st
current.reading = .8 'baseline current reading; forpoint above




Base.Addr = 816 '330H
GAIN.CONTROL% = Base.Addr + 3 'DAS-8PGA only, this sets gain
COUNTER.0% = Base.Addr +4 'I /O port for counter 0
COUNTER.1% = Base.Addr + 5 'for counter 1
COUNTER.2% = Base.Addr + 6 'for counter 2
COUNTER.CONTROL% = Base.Addr + 7 'address of control register for counters
ANALOG.LOW.BYTE% = Base.Addr 'read A/D bits 9-12
ANALOG.HIGH.BYTE% = Base.Addr +1 'read A/D bits 1-8: write start 12 bit conversion
Control.Status.Reg% = Base.Addr + 2 'end of conversion EOC
DIGITAL.INPUT.PORT% = Base.Addr + 2 'EOCIP3 IP2 IP1 IRQ MA2 MA1 MAO, USE IP1
OUT Control.Status.Reg%,1 'Select CHANNEL 1:0000 0001
OUT GAIN.CONTROL%, 1 '0001, codes for DAS08-PGH are 1=0-10v RANGE, 3=0-1v
COUNTER.MODE.0% = 2 'must reload counter after each read
COUNTER.MODE.1% = 1 'allows counter to wrap around even when read
GOSUB LOAD.COUNTER.1
NUMB.PTS = 500 'default value
SCALE.FACTOR = 1'used to scale plot of current on top of frequency
'current.color = 4 'for a HGA, screen color can not be used. this has been
'freq.color = 6 'commented out
'CLS 'this too.
REMThis section is where the starting graph coordinates and screen scale
REMratio is set. OX,OY = starting point of graph. QX,QY = screen scale x:y.
REMOX is horz position of left side of window box.
OX = 85: OY = 0: QX = 1.8: QY = .9000001
GOSUB MAKE.TEST.DATA 'makes synthetic data, stored in dummy fileGOSUB SELECT.SCREEN
NUM - 0 'init. peak number, counter
KEY 15, CHR$(128) + CHR$(72) 'extended keypad up-arrow (Zenith 181, etc.)
KEY 16, CHR$(4) + CHR$(23) 'CTRL+i
KEY 17, CHR$(68) + CHR$(23) 'CTRL+CAPSLOCK+i
KEY 18, CHR$(4) + CHR$(19) 'Ctrl+R
KEY 19, CHR$(68) + CHR$(19)
KEY 20, CHR$(4) + CHR$(34) 'CTRL+g
KEY 21, CHR$(68) + CHR$(34) 'CTRL+CAPSLOCK+G
KEY 22, CHR$(4) + CHR$(25) 'Ctrl+P
KEY 23, CHR$(68) + CHR$(25)
KEY 24, CHR$(4) + CHR$(113) 'CTRL +q
KEY 25, CHR$(68) + CHR$(81) 'CTRL+CAPSEOCK+Q
ON KEY(1) GOSUB List.Menu 'if key is pressed subroutine is started, F(1)
ON KEY(2) GOSUB COLLECT.DATA 'F(2)
ON KEY(3) GOSUB Plot.Data 'F(3)
ON KEY(4) GOSUB SET.PLOT.SYMBOL 'F(4)
ON KEY(5) GOSUB SET.Y.GRID 'F(5)
ON KEY(6) GOSUB SAVE.DATA 'F(6)
ON KEY(7) GOSUB GET.DATA.FILE 'F(7)
ON KEY(8) GOSUB PLOT.CURRENT 'F(8)
ON KEY(9) GOSUB LIST.DATA 'F(9)
ON KEY(10) GOSUB PRINT.REPORT 'F(10)
ON KEY(11) GOSUB plot.current.also 'up arrow key
ON KEY(15) GOSUB plot.current.also 'up arrow key extended keypad
ON KEY(16) GOSUB CALIBRATE.CURRENT
ON KEY(17) GOSUB CALIBRATE.CURRENT
ON KEY(18) GOSUB REAL.TIME.DISPLAY 'r or
ON KEY(19) GOSUB REAL.TIME.DISPLAY 'R to display signal in real time
ON KEY(20) GOSUB PRINT.HERC.SCREEN
ON KEY(21) GOSUB PRINT.HERC.SCREEN
ON KEY(22) GOSUB PLOT.TO.IIIP
ON KEY(23) GOSUB PLOT.TO.IIIP 'P
'G
ON KEY(24) GOSUB STOP.PROGRAM 'q
ON KEY(25) GOSUB STOP. PROGRAM 'Q to exit to DOS
FOR IKEY = 1 TO 11
KEY (IKEY) ON
NEXT IKEY
'enables event trapping of key; if key is pressed
'subroutine is activated
3940
FOR IKEY = 15 TO 23
KEY(IKEY) ON
NEXT IKEY
'Clock.Flags% = INP(&H21) 'read in present real-time-clock flags





IF INKEY$ = "q" THEN









NUM = 0 'init. peak number,counter
CLS
PRINT "CURRENT IS ASSUMED TO BE "; current.reading;
PRINT ". INPUT NEW VALUE IN mA OR PRESS RETURN:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q <> 0 THEN current.reading = Q
PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS TO COLLECT:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q <> 0 THEN NUMB.PTS = Q
PRINT "PRESS RETURN WHEN READY:"; :INPUT "", Q
PRINT "WORKING..."












'PRINT Y.DATA &(j) /.09'TRUe FREQ.
NEXT
NEW.TIME = TIMER
PRINT "TIME="; NEW.TIME OLD.TIME
FOR 1- 1 TO NUMB.PTS
Y.DATA&(j) = SIXTEEN.BITS& * XL1%(j) + SIXTEEN.BITS&TWO.FIFTY.SIX& * XH%())
- XL%(j)
REM 1st pulse to counter loads number (255,255)41
X.DATA(j) = j
NEXT 1
REMThe following lines are added by Susanna Baur to condense the data and
REM reduce the digital noise when collecting 6000 counts
REMIt averages every Avg.Divisor.
Avg.Sum.Y& = 0 'sum of the points in this grp. to average
Avq.Sum.A = 0 'sum of the points in this grp. to average
Avg.Count = 0 'number of points in this grp. to average
Avg.Divisor = 10'number of points to average together
Avg.Rsltptr = 1 'points to where the result will go
FOR j - 1 TO NUMB.PTS
Avq.Sum.Y& = Avg.Sum.Y& + Y.DATA&(3)
Avg.Sum.A = Avg.Sum.A + A.DATA(j)
Avg.Count = Avg.Count + 1
IF ((j MOD Avg.Divisor) = 0) OR (j= NUMB.PTS) THEN
A.DATA(Avg.Rsltptr) = Avg.Sum.A / Avg.Count
Y.DATA&(Ava.Rsltptr) = Avg.Sum.Y& / Avg.Count






NUMB.PTS = Avg.Rsltptr 1
'BEEP
PRINT :PRINT "DATA ARE READY TO PLOT"
GOSUB PRINT.BOTTOM.MENU 'which is another version of the main menu
RETURNto MAIN.LOOPThis ends the collection of data.
CALIBRATE.CURRENT: '<CTRL-i>,used to place graph on scale(I vs. Counts)
,.***************************************************************************
CLS
PRINT "TO CALIBRATE A/D CONVERTER FOR TRUE CURRENT READINGS,"
PRINT "YOU WILL ADJUST THE PLASMA CURRENT TO TWO DIFFERENT VALUES"




PRINT :PRINT "ADJUST THE CURRENT TO A LOW VALUE AND ENTER THE TRUE CURRENT IN mA"
PRINT "AS MEASURED WITH A MILLIAMP METER:"; :INPUT TRUE.LOW.CURRENT
= 0
GOSUB READ.A.TO.D
LOW.A.TO.D = A.DATA(0) 'Low current adjustment is read here for calibration
IF LOW.A.TO.D = 0 THEN
'BEEP
PRINT " A/D READS ZERO; ADJUST CURRENT TO HIGHER VALUE AND ENTER NEW CURRENT."





PRINT :PRINT "ADJUST CURRENT TO A HIGH VALUE AND ENTER THE TRUE CURRENT IN mA"
PRINT "AS MEASURED WITH A MILLIAMP METER:"; :INPUT TRUE.HIGH.CURRENT
1= 0
GOSUB READ.A.TO.D
HIGH.A.TO.D = A.DATA(0) 'High current adjustment is read here for calibration.
IF HIGH.A.TO.D > 4094 THEN
'BEEP
PRINT " A/D READS TOO HIGH; ADJUST CURRENT TO LOWER VALUE AND ENTER NEW CURRENT."
GOTO READ.HIGH.CURRENT
END IF
mA.PER.AD = (TRUE.HIGH.CURRENT - TRUE.LOW.CURRENT)/(HIGH.A.TO.D LOW.A.TO.D)
PRINT "mA PER A/D bit="; mA.PER.AD 'calibration completed, constant calculated.
current.readina = TRUE.LOW.CURRENT
PRINT "PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE"; :INPUT JUNK
GOSUB List.Menu




Numb.To.Average% = 20 '256 max unless Total.H & Total.L are double precision
TL# = 0: TH# = 0: total# = 0# 'to prepare a location in memory for the values
FOR I = 1 TO Numb.To.Average%
OUT ANALOG.RIGH.BYTE%, 0 'Start A/D with 12-bit conversion
WHILE INP(Control.Status.Reg%) > 127: WEND 'Waits for EOC bit to go high
'(10000000-128) then ends while
statement
TL# = INP(ANALOG.LOW.BYTE%) 'address 816
TH# = INP(ANALOG.HIGH.BYTE%) 'address 816 +1
total# = total# + TL# + TH# * 256# 'adding values to ava them
NEXT I
A.DATA(j) = total# / Numb.To.Average% / 16 'fills array
'PRINT TL%, TH%, A.Data(j), j, INP(Control.Status.Reg%)
RETURN
************************************************************+*************
WAIT.FOR.LOW.TRIG: 'from divided clock
'RETURN
II = INP(DIGITAL.INPUT.PORT%) 'EOC 103 IP2 IP1 IRQ MA2 MAI MAO
II = INT(II / 16)/2!'/16 removes bits to right of IP1, /2 oives fraction
'which is zero when IP1 bit is 0 and .5 when IP1 is 1.
'calculates the largest whole # < or = to II/16
IF II <> INT(II) THEN GOTO WAIT.FOR.LOW.TRIG 'bit was 1, so try again.
'this ignores bits to left of IP1 bit.
RETURN
1.*********************************####*****************qc******************




11 = INT(II /16)/2'





'OUT COUNTER.CONTROL%, 0 + COUNTER.MODE.0% *2
OUT COUNTER.CONTROL%, 48 + COUNTER.MODE.0% *2 '48+2*2=52 = 00 11 010 0
REM SC1 SCO RL1 RLO M2 M1 MO BCD
REM 00 11 010 0, COUNTER 0, READ LOW/HIGH, RATE GENERATOR, BINARY
REM SC1 SCO:selects counter
REM RL1 RLO:reads low/high byte
REM M2 M1 MO :selects mode of operation
REM BCD :16 bit binary or 4 coded decimal
XL%(1) = INP(COUNTER.0%)
XH%(1) = INP(COUNTER.0%)




OUT COUNTER.CONTROL%, 80 + COUNTER.MODE.1% *2'80+1*2= 01 01 001 0
XL1.TEMP% = INP(COUNTER.1%)'imports bits here temporarily
'XH1%(j) = INP(COUNTER.1%)
XL1%(j) = XLI.OLD%XL1.TEMP% 'new variables XL1% AND XH1% made here.
XL1.OLD% = XL1.TEMP%
IF XL1%(j) < 0 THEN XL1%(j) = XL1%(j) + TWO.FIFTY.SIX&














OUT COUNTER.CONTROL%, 112 '01 11 000 0, change on terminal count
OUT COUNTER.1%, 0




OUT COUNTER.CONTROL%, 182 '10 11 011 0, load low the high byte, wave generator
OUT COUNTER.2%, 16 '0001 0000 'LOW byte for 10,000; gives 100 Hz








DOT.STORAGE = DOT 'DOT=1
IF POINTS.TO.PLOT <= 0 THEN POINTS.TO.PLOT = 256
PRINT "NUMBER OF POINTS TO PLOT BEFORE WRAPPING AROUND IS NOW"; POINTS.TO.PLOT
PRINT "PRESS RETURN FOR NO CHANGE, OR INPUT NEW NUMBER:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q > 0 THEN POINTS.TO.PLOT = Q
IF FRACTION <= 0 THEN FRACTION = .2
PRINT :PRINT "FREQUENCY RANGE IS +/- THE FRACTION "; FRACTION;" OF THE SIGNAL."
PRINT "PRESS RETURN FOR NO CHANGE, OR INPUT NEW FRACTION:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q > 0 THEN FRACTION = Q
IF FRACTION.I <= 0 THEN FRACTION.I = FRACTION
PRINT :PRINT "CURRENT RANGE IS +/- THE FRACTION "; FRACTION.I; " OF THE SIGNAL."
PRINT "PRESS RETURN FOR NO CHANGE, OR INPUT NEW FRACTION:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q > 0 THEN FRACTION.I = Q
NUMB.PTS = POINTS.TO.PLOT






YY1 = A.DATA(1)*(1 - FRACTION.I) 'y min
YY2 = A.DATA(1) *(1 + FRACTION.I) 'y max
DELTA.I = YY2 YY1
RATIO = DELTA / DELTA.I









GOSUB PLOT.NEXT.POINT.IMAX = 0
MAX$ INKEYS
IF LEN(MAX$) <> 0 THEN
IF MIDS(MAX$, 1,1) = CHR$(0) THEN
MAX$ = MIDS(MAX$, 2,1)






































Yi = Y.DATA&(1)*(1 FRACTION)
Y2 = Y.DATA&(1)*(1 + FRACTION)








Y = Y.DATA&(1) Yl DELTA * JK
IF Y > DELTA THEN JK = JK + 1: GOTO PLOT.NEXT.POINT
IF Y < 0 THEN JK = JK1: GOTO PLOT.NEXT.POINT
LOCATE 21, 45:PRINT USING "F,I ranges exceeded ### ### TIMES"; JK; JK.I
'color 15 'commented out for Hercules monitor
LOCATE 22, 25:PRINT USING "Counts - #### FREQ.= ####.## kHz I= ####.# bits";
Y.DATA&(j)/90; A.DATA(j);
seconds = j'.3
LOCATE 22, 5: PRINT USING "Seconds - ####"; seconds
'color 14 'commented out for Hercules monitor





Y = (A.DATA(j) YY1 DELTA.I * JK.I)* RATIO
IF Y > DELTA THEN JK.I = JK.I + 1: GOTO PLOT.NEXT.POINT.I
IF Y < 0 THEN JK.I = JK.I 1: GOTO PLOT.NEXT.POINT.I
'LOCATE 22, 45: PRINT USING "F,I ranges exceeded ### ### TIMES"; JK; JK.I





REM * LINEAR PLOT PROGRAM MODIFIED 9-10-88 FOR
REM * DATA IN ARRAYS, RATHER THAN FILES
REM *MetraByte Corporation Rev 1.10 8/16/83
REM `le,z 4e4r,c*,************************..**************************.*.**4r,**.,***
REM
REM CALL NAME: DASH16PL.BAS, WAS ORIGINALLY LINPLT.BAS
REM
REM




'PRINT :PRINT "Making synthetic test data.Please wait..."
FOR I = 1 TO NUMB.PTS
X.DATA(I) = I
Y.DATA&(I) - 1000 '(SIN(I *.05)+ I) I*I/ NUMB.PTS





Plot.Data: 'F(3), plots frequency count vs. time
1*************************************************4.4.1.-***icirt*****************
REM This subroutine will plot the data on the screen





TIME" 'String var. for the x axis label
'moves cursor to row 23 column 1
PRINT NUMB.PTS; "POINTS TOTAL.ENTER 1ST POINT TO PLOT"; :INPUT ""; Q
IF Q > 0 THEN FIRST.PT% = Q ELSE FIRST.PT% = 1
PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF POINTS TO PLOT"; :INPUT ""; Q










MOVE.FREQ.DATA: 'sets up array temporarily for data to be plotted
lirir*************************************************************************,
FOR I = 1 TO NI
X.TEMP(I) = X.DATA(I + FIRST.PT% 1)




PLOT.CURRENT: 'F(8), plots current vs. time
YLB$ = " CURRENT" 'string var for y axis label.
GOSUB clear.line.24
PRINT "File: "; FILE.NAME$
PRINT "mA per AID bit is now"; mA.PER.AD; ". Enter new value or RETURN:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q <> 0 THEN mA.PER.AD = Q
PRINT "Current reading is now"; current.reading; ". Enter new value or RETURN:"; :
INPUT Q
IF Q <> 0 THEN current.readinq = Q
PRINT "Current reading is for mA data point #"; current.reading.index; ". Enter new
value(not 1)or RETURN:"; :INPUT Q
IF Q <> 0 THEN current.reading.index = Q
FOR I =2TO NI
X.TEMP(I) = X.DATA(I + FIRST.PT% - 1)48








SELECT.SCREEN: this subroutine will specify what graphics 'card the program needs
1****************************************************************************
REMThe following lines have been commented out for convience.
'WHILE Screen.Type <> 2 AND Screen.Type <> 3 AND Screen.Type <> 9
'beep
'INPUT "ENTER SCREEN TYPE, 2 CGA,3 HERC,9 EGA: ", Screen.Type
'WEND
'IF Screen.Type = 2 THEN




' QY.SCALE = 159
'END IF
'IF Screen.Type = 3 OR Screen.Type = 9 THEN








*********###************************************************************ * * **
SET.LIMITS:
X1 = X.TEMP(1) 'Xl to be lower limit
X2 = X.TEMP(1) 'X2 to be upper limit
Yl = Y.TEMP(1) 'Yl to be lower
Y2 = Y.TEMP(1) 'Y2 to be upper
FOR j= 1 TO NI
A = X.TEMP(j)
b = Y.TEMP(1)
IF A < Xl THEN Xl = A
IF A > X2 THEN X2 = P.
IF b < Yl THEN Yl = b
IF b > Y2 THEN Y.TEMP.MAX.INDEX = j: Y2 = b
NEXT j





REMThis section establishes the actual scale factors used to plot the
REMdata as the files are read. These values are also the same values saved
REMon the disk when a Save command is executed.
CLS
SCREEN Screen.Type
DX = ABS(CINT((X2 X1)/10 + .5))
IF ABS) Y2 Yl)/ 10) < 32765 THEN
DY = ABS(CINT(((Y2 Yl)/10)+.5))
ELSE
DY = ABS((Y2 - Yl)/ 10)
END IF
SX = SX.SCALE /(X2 X1)
SY = SY.SCALE /(Y2 - Yl)
REMSet range limits(in screen units?)
1920 IF Y2 <= 0 THEN YA = 10: GOTO 1960
IF Yl >= 0 THEN YA = YA.MIN: GOTO 1960
YA = 10 + SY * Y2
1960 IF X2 <= 0 THEN XA = XA.SCALE: GOTO 1990
IF X1 >= 0 THEN XA = 10: GOTO 1990
XA = 10SX * X1
1990 RETURN
***********************************************###**********************-4***











REM This section locates the Axis x,y and plots them out with the small
REM tick marks identifing the scale. The axis labels are also printed.
REM
'color 15 'The following lines have been commented out for a Hercules screen.
'LOCATE 19, 39: COLOR 4: PRINT "Red = Current": COLOR 15
'LOCATE 19, 18: COLOR 14: PRINT "<Yellow = Frequency": COLOR 15
'LOCATE 19, 54: COLOR 14: PRINT "in real time mode.>"
2011 FOR ylbl - 1 TO 16
2020 LOCATE 2 + ylbi, 6: PRINT MIDS(YLBS, ylbl, 1); 'locates row & column and
prints Yaxis label
2030 NEXT ylbl
2040 LOCATE 2,1: PRINT USING "######.###"; Y2 /.09; 'prints true Freq on Yaxis
2050 LOCATE 18, 1:PRINT USING "######.###"; Y1 /.09;50
2060
2070
LOCATE 20, 7: PRINT USING "#####.#"; Xl;
LOCATE 20, 66: PRINT USING "#####.#"; X2;
2080 PSET (QX *0 + OX, QY *0 + OY
LINE -(QX * XA.SCALE +9 + OX, QY *0 + OY)
LINE -(QY, * XA.SCALE +9 + OX, QY * QY.SCALE + OY)
2090 'LINE -(QX * 279 + OX, QY *0 + OY)
2100 'LINE -(QX * 279 + OX, QY * 159 + OY)
2110 'LINE -(QX *0 + OX, QY * 159 + OY)
LINE -(QX *0 + OX, QY * QY.SCALE + OY)
2120 LINE -(QX *0 + OX, QY *0 + OY)
2130 'LINE (QX * XA + OX, QY * 10 + OY)-(QX * XA + OX, QY *







'LINE (QX * 10 + OX, QY * YA + OY)-(QX * 270 + OX,
LINE (QX10 + OX, QY * YA + OY)-(QX * XA.SCALE +







2180 K = 0
2190 b = YA 2
2200 C = YA +2
2210 K = K + 1
2220 A = DX * K
2230 AA = XA + SX * A
2240 'IF AA > 271 GOTO 2270
IF AA > XA.SCALE + 1 GOTO 2270
2250 LINE (QX * AA + OX, QY * b + OY)-(QX * AA + OX, QY* C+ OY)
2260 GOTO 2210
2270 K = 0
2280 K = K + 1
2290 A = DX *K
2300 AA = XASX * A
2310 IF AA <9 GOTO 2370
2320 LINE (QX * AA + OX, QY b + OY)-(QX * AA +OX, QY* C+ OY)
2330 GOTO 2280
REM Mark the y axis ticks
2370 K = 0
2380 A 2
2390 CXA + 2 + Y.GRID.LEN
2400 K K + 1
2410 b DY * K
2420 BB = YASY * b
2430 IF BB < 9 GOTO 2460
2440 LINE (QX * A + OX, QY * BB + OY)-(QX *C + OX, QY *BB+ OY)
2450 GOTO 2400
2460 K = 0
2470 K = K +1
2480 b = DY * K
2490 BB = YA + SY * b
2500 'IF BB > 151 GOTO 2530
IF BB > YA.MIN + 1 GOTO 2530
2510 LINE (QX * A +OX, QY * BB + OY)-(QX * C + OX, QY *BB+ OY)
2520 GOTO 247051
2530 LOCATE 21, 15
'PRINT " # of Points Averaged = "; Numb.To.Average,,
LOCATE 22,
2540 'PRINT " X SPACING= "; DX;"Y SPACING="; DY





2660 FOR j = 1 TO NI
2690 X = X.TEMP(j) X1'X.TEMP(1)








IF I= 1 THEN XTMP
PS =
= X: YTMP =Y
2810 AA = XA + SX * X
2820 AT = XA + SX * XTMP
2830 BB = YASY * Y
2840 BT = YASY * YTMP
2850 IF AA < 9 OR BB < 9THEN PS = 1
IF AA > XA.SCALE +1OR BB > YA.MIN+ 1THENPS = 1
2870 IF PS GOTO 2940
2880 IF INT(DOT +.5) =2 THEN GOTO2940 'NoPLOT
2890 IF INT(DOT +.5) =0 THEN GOTO2920 'DotPLOT
IF INT(DOT +.5) =3 THEN 'current.color '+ PLOT
PSET (QX * AA +OX, QY * BB+ OY) current.color 'For a Hercules
monitor
PSET (QX * AA +OX + 1, QY *BB +OY) current.color this has been
commented out
PSET (QX * AA +OX 1, QY *BB +OY) current.color 'and this too.
defined
PSET (QX * AA +
in the beginning
OX, QY * BB+ OY+ 1) ',current.color 'current.color is
PSET (QX * AA +
GOTO 2940
OX, QY * BB+ OY 1) ,current.color 'of the program.
END IF
IF INT(DOT + .5) = 4 THEN 'x PLOT
PSET (QX * AA + OX, QY * BB + OY)
PSET (QX * AA + OX 41, QY * BB + OY + 1)
PSET (QX * AA + OX1, QY * BB + OY 1)
PSET (QX * AA + OX 1, QY * BB + OY + 1)
PSET (QX * AA + OX + 1, QY * BB + OY 1)
GOTO 2940
END IF
2900LINE (QX * AT + OX, QY * BT + OY)-(QX * AA + OX, QY ' BB + OY) 'Line PLOT52
XTMP = X: YTMP = I
2910GOTO 2940







REMX1 ,X2, Yl, Y2 are real world corners
REMHORIZONTAL
AA = XA + SX *(X2 X1)
AT = XA '+ SX * X1
LEFT.CURSOR = AT * QX + OX
RIGHT.CURSOR = AA * QX + OX
Y.POS.CURSOR = QY *(YA - (Y.TEMP(CURSOR.INDEX) Yl)* SY) + OY
LINE (LEFT.CURSOR, Y.POS.CURSOR)-(RIGHT.CURSOR, Y.POS.CURSOR)
GET (LEFT.CURSOR, Y.POS.CURSOR)-(RIGHT.CURSOR, Y.POS.CURSOR), HORZ.CURSOR
REMVERTICAL
BB = YA SY *(Y2 Yl)
BT = YA '- SY *yl
BOTTOM.CURSOR = BT * QY + OY
TOP.CURSOR = BB * QY + OY
X.POS.CURSOR = QX (XA + (X.TEMP(CURSOR.INDEX) X1)*SX)+ OX
LINE (X.POS.CURSOR, TOP.CURSOR)-(X.POS.CURSOR, BOTTOM.CURSOR)







PRINT "CURSOR: X= .;
LOCATE 22, 58





PUT (LEFT.CURSOR, Y.POS.CURSOR), HORZ.CURSOR, XOR
PUT (X.POS.CURSOR, TOP.CURSOR), VERT.CURSOR, XOR
RETURN
PLOT. CURSOR:
Y.POS.CURSOR = QY *(YA (Y.TEMP(CURSOR.INDEX) Yl)* SY) OY
X.POS.CURSOR = QX *(XA + (X.TEMP(CURSOR.INDEX) X1)* SX)+ OXPUT (LEFT.CURSOR, Y.POS.CURSOR), HORZ.CURSOR, XOR








PRINT "Place to start <S> new plot, <F> finish new plot & do it.";
GOSUB clear.line.24
PRINT "Use Arrow Keys to Move CURSOR to Maximum Peak: Hit <CR> to Mark. <ESC> to
quit.";
LOCATE 21,1










WHILE MAX$ = "": MAX$ = INKEY$: WEND
IF MID$(MAX$, 1,1) = CHR$(0) THEN
MAX$ = MID$(MAX$, 2,1)


















PSET (Currentx + .01 * stepnum, YVa1! + .01 *
DRAW "SS" + "Cl" + Number$(num)
PSET (Currentx, YVal!)
GOSUB clear.line.24
PRINT "Short (One Line) Description: ";
LINE INPUT ;""; PEAKDESCS(NUM)
53Peak
54
with <CR>, or <ESC>
IF NUM = 20 THEN MENU = false
IF MENU THEN
GOSUB clear.line.24






CURSOR.INDEX = CURSOR.INDEX +1




CURSOR.INDEX = CURSOR.INDEX 1




CURSOR.INDEX = INT(CURSOR.INDEX NI/20) was 10




CURSOR.INDEX = INT(CURSOR.INDEX + NI /20)'was 10
IF CURSOR.INDEX > NI THEN













CURSOR.INDEX = INT(CURSOR.INDEX NI/4)




CURSOR.INDEX = INT(CURSOR.INDEX + NI/4)
IF CURSOR.INDEX > NI THEN CURSOR.INDEX= CURSOR.INDEX NI
GOSUB PLOT.CURSOR
CASE1073 'PgUp...qo to next peak/valley
I = CURSOR.INDEX
IF I = NI THEN I = 1
= 0
SUM.Y = 0
FOR INK = I TO I + NUMB.AVE 1
IE INK <= Ni THEN
SUM.Y + Y.TEMP(IKK)I.MIN IKK NI
I.MAX = IKK NI
ELSE
SUM.Y = SUM.Y + Y.TEMP(IKK NI)
END IF
NEXT IKK
SUM.Y = SUM.Y / NUMB.AVE




WHILE Q = 0
FOR INK = I TO I + NUMB.AVE
IF IKK <= NI THEN
IF Y.TEMP(IKK) < MIN THEN MINY.TEMP(IKK): I.MIN = INK
ELSE
IF Y.TEMP(IKKNI) < MIN THEN MIN = Y.TEMP(IKK NI):
END IF
NEXT IKK
IF I.MIN = I THEN Q = 1
I = I.MIN
WEND




WHILE Q = 0
FOR INK = I TO I + NUMB.AVE
IF IKK <= NI THEN
IF Y.TEMP(IKK) > MAX THEN MAX = Y.TEMP(IKK): I.MAX = IKK
ELSE
IF Y.TEMP(IKK NI)> MAX THEN MAX = Y.TEMP(IKK NI):
END IF
NEXT IKK







CASE 1081 'PgDn...go BACK to next peak/valley
I = CURSOR.INDEX
IF I = 1 THEN I - NI
= 0
SUM.Y = 0
FOR INK = I TO I NUMB.AVE + 1 STEP -1
IF IKK > 0 THEN
SUM.Y = SUM.Y + Y.TEMP(IKK)
ELSE
SUM.Y = SUM.YY.TEMP(IKK + NI)
55I.MIN = IKK + NI








WHILE Q = 0
FOR IKK = I TO INUMB.AVE STEP -1
IF IKK > 0 THEN
IF Y.TEMP(IKK) < MIN THEN MIN = Y.TEMP(IKK): I.MIN = INK
ELSE
IF Y.TEMP(IKK + NI) < MIN THEN MIN = Y.TEMP(IKKNI):
END IF
NEXT IKK
IF I.MIN = I THEN Q = 1
I = I.MIN
WEND




WHILE Q = 0
FOR IKK = I TO I NUMB.AVE STEP -1
IF IKK > 0 THEN
IF Y.TEMP(IKK) > MAX THEN MAX = Y.TEMP(IKK): I.MAX = IKK
ELSE
IF Y.TEMP(IKK + NI) > MAX THEN MAX = Y.TEMP(IKK + NI):
END IF
NEXT IKE
















CASE 83, 115 'S, Start new plot at this point
SL% = CURSOR.INDEX
56SOUND 400,.5
CASE 70, 102 'F, Finish blot here
FL% = CURSOR.INDEX
FIRST.PT% = FIRST.PT% + SL% 1







PRINT "Place to start <S> new plot, <F> finish new plot & do it.";
GOSUB clear.line.24
PRINT "Use Arrow Keys to Move CURSOR to Maximum Peak: Hit <CR> to Mark. <ESC> to
quit.";
LL%) + LB!
CASE 76, 108 'Left Side of Integration range, upper/lower "L"
LL% = CURSOR.INDEX
LB! = Y.TEMP!(CURSOR.INDEX) 'Left Background
LINE (LL%, LB!)-(LL%, MinY!)
SOUND 400,.3




PEAK.BACKGROUND(NUM) =(PL IL%)*(RB! LB!)/(RL%
PEAK.HEIGHT(NUM) = INTEN!(NUM) - PEAK.BACKGROUND(NUM)
SOUND 400,.3
REM PEAK.AREA Summation added by Diane Smith
Peak.Area!(NUM) = 0
LPRINT LL%, RL%
FOR I = LL% TO RL% 'x values for peak start and end
bkqd!(I) = ((I - LL%)*(RB! LB!)/(RL% - LL%)) + LB!
'calc bkqd for each point
Response!(I) = Y.TEMP!(I) bkqd!(I) 'calc
response for each point
all responses for area
Peak.Area!(num)
REM End of Summation
Peak.Area!(NUM) = Peak.Area!(NUM) + Response!(I) 'sum up
LPRINT X.Temp!(I), Y.Temp!(I), I, bkgd!(I), Response!(I),
NEXT I
slope! = (RB! LB!)/(RL% LL%
tw!(NUM, AreaNum) = X.TEMP!(RL%) X.TEMP!(LL%)
5758
PEAK.HEIGHT(NUM)
Peakekg!(NUM, AreaNum) = (RB!+ LB!)/2
LINE (RL%, RB!)-(RL%, Mini!'
LINE (LL%, LB!)-(RL%, RB!)
FOR I = LL% TO RL%
bkg! = LB!+(I - LL%)* slope!
Area! = Area! + current!(I) bko!
LINE (I, bkg!)-(I, current!(I))
NEXT
LOCATE 2,40
PRINT USING "Peak Height ## = ######.##### "; NUM;
PeakArea!(NUM, AreaNum) = Area!
AreaNum = AreaNum +1
















IF YLB$ = " CURRENT" THEN
FOR I = 1 TO NI
X.TEMP(I) = X.DATA(I + FIRST.PT% 1)




FOR I = 1 TO NI
X.TEMP(I) = X.DATA(I + FIRST.PT% 1)







YLB$ = "CURRENT - FREQ"
Q$ = "CURRENT ON FREQ"
FOR ylbl = 1 TO 15
LOCATE 2 + ylbl, 6: PRINT MID$(Q$, ylbl, 1);NEXT ylbl
'GOSUB CHOOSE. SCALE. FACTOR
YY1 = A.DATA(1 + FIRST.PT% 1)
YY2 = YY1
Y.TEMP(1) = YY1
FOR I = 2 TO NI
Y.TEMP(I) = A.DATA(I + FIRST.PT% 1) '* SCALE.FACTOR
IF Y.TEMP(I) < YY1 THEN YY1 = Y.TEMP(I)
IF Y.TEMP(I) > YY2 THEN YY2 = Y.TEMP(I)
NEXT I
REM Now scale current points to the plotted frequency points.
DELTA = (Y2 Yl)/(YY2 YY1)
FOR I = 1 TO NI
Y.TEMP(I) = (Y.TEMP(I) - YY1)* DELTA + Yl
NEXT I









PRINT "SCALE FACTOR IS"; SCALE.FACTOR; "ENTER NEW VALUE:"; :INPUT Q
















PRINT "ENTER 1 TO PLOT HORIZONTAL. GRID LINES:
IF Q = 1 THEN Y.GRID.LEN = 258 ELSE Y.GRID.LEN = 0
RETURN
59
"; :INPUT ""; Q
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * **** * * ic ** * * lc *1. * *
clear.line.24:
1***********************************************************************



















INPUT "ENTER 1 TO PRINT ON PRINTER, 2 ON FILE, OR ENTER ON SCREEN: "; PRINT.DEVICE
IF PRINT.DEVICE THEN OPEN "LPT1:" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
'ON ERROR GOTO APPEND.ERROR
IF PRINT.DEVICE = 2 THEN
SCREEN 0
ON ERROR GOTO ERROR.HANDLER
FILES disk$ + "*.RPT"
ON ERROR GOTO 0
IF file.name2$ = "" THEN file.name2$ = FILE.NAME$
PRINT :PRINT "FILE NAME IS '"; file.name2$; "'.ENTER 1 TO CHANGE: "; :INPUT
Q





OPEN disk$ + file.name2$ + ".RPT" FOR APPEND AS #1
END IF
'ON ERROR GOTO 0
PRINT :PRINT "WORKING...";
IF PRINT.DEVICE = 2 THEN
PRINT #1, CHR$(34);"
CHR$(34)
This listing is from file "; file.name2$ + ".RPT";
GOSUB PRINT.IT
END IF
IF PRINT.DEVICE = 1 THEN GOSUB PRINT.IT
CLOSE
OPEN "SCRN:" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
GOSUB PRINT.IT





LPRINT CHR$(27); "B"; CHR$(3)'Select condensed print
WIDTH #1, 136'Set width for printer
PRINT #1, CHR$(34);" Peaks for "; FILE.NAME$; CHR$(34)
PRINT #1, CHR$(34); "Peak Time Intensity Peak Bkg. Peak Height Peak Area
Description"; CHR$(341
FOR I = 1 TO NUM
PRINT #1, USING " ## ###.## #######.#040# #######.#####";I; PEAK!(I);
INTEN!(I); PEAK.BACKGROUND(I);
PRINT #1, USING " #######.##############.##### "; PEAK.HEIGHT(I);
Peak.Area!(I);
PRINT #1, CHR$(34); PEAKDESC$(I); CHR$(34);
IF YLB$ = " FREQUENCY" THEN
PRINT " "; CHR$(34); "F"; CHR$(34);
ELSE
PRINT ""; CHR$(34); "I"; CHR$(34);
END IF










REM Gets file name from list on screen (put there by calling routine).
REM Puts name in TEMP.FILE.NAME$.
REM Calling routine must also put in SCREEN 0mode.
STEP.COL = 18
GET.FILE.NAME.MSG$ "Select file using arrow keys, or enter name:"
LOCATE 24, 1: PRINT GET.FILE.NAME.MSG$;
ROW = 2: COL = 1
LOCATE ROW, COL,1,0,7
MENU = 1: false = 0
DO
MAX$ ""
WHILE MAX$ = "": MAX$ = INKEY$: WEND
IF MID$(MAX$, 1,1) = CHR$(0) THEN
MAX$ = MID$(MAX$, 2,1)
















































ROW = 1: COL = 1
LOCATE ROW, COL
'END




90,97 TO 122 '2TO12,16TO27,30TO38,44
TO 50












IF ROW = 1 THEN ROW = 24






IF ROW = 24 THEN ROW = 0






COL = COL - STEP.COL






COL = COL + STEP.COL






TEMP.FILE.NAME$ = CHR$(SCREEN(ROW, COL))
FIRST.CHAR$ = TEMP.FILE.NAME$
FOR II = 1 TO 12




GET. FILE. NAME. ONLY:
.****************************************************************************






STRING. LENGTH = LEN(TEMP.FILE.NAME$)
FOR II = 1 TO STRING.LENGTH
4$ = MID$(TEMP.FILE.NAME$, II,1)







LOCATE 24, LEN(GET.FILE.NAME.MSG$) + 1: PRINT FIRST.CHAR$;
LOCATE 24, LEN(GET.FILE.NAME.MSG$)+
INPUT "", TEMP.FILE.NAME$64






PRINT :PRINT "FILES ALREADY ON THE DISK IN DRIVE "; disk$;" ARE:"
ON ERROR GOTO ERROR.HANDLER
FILES disk$ + "*.*"
PRINT :PRINT "ENTER NAME OF FILE TO SAVE (OMIT B: AND .DAB):"; :INPUT FILE.NAME$
OPEN disk$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".DAB" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN = LEN(RECORDVAR)
ON ERROR GOTO 0
OUTDATA = NUMB.PTS
PUT #1, 1, OUTDATA
FOR I = 1 TO NUMB.PTS







FILES disk$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".dab": 'beep
'PRINT "ENTER 1 TO ALSO STORE DATA IN ASCII FORMAT:"; :INPUT q
REMThis saves data as an ASCII file, *.PRN
Q = 1
IF Q = 1 THEN
OPEN disk$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, USING "######"; NUMB.PTS
FOR I = 1 TO NUMB.PTS
PRINT #1, USING "######## ####.###"; Y.DATA&(I); A.DATA(I)
NEXT I
CLOSE
PRINT "DATA STORED IN ASCII FILE " + disk$; FILE.NAME$; ".PRN"
FILES disk$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".PRN": 'beep
END IF
11,-******************
REM save.data2:This saves data on the hard drive ,path = c:\das8\data
CLS
ON ERROR GOTO ERROR.HANDLER
FILES DISK2$ + "*.*"
OPEN DISK2$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".DAB" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN = LEN(RECORDVAR)
ON ERROR GOTO 0
OUTDATA = NUMB.PTS
PUT #1,1, OUTDATA








FILES DISK2$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".dab": 'beep
REMThis saves data as an ASCII file, *.PRN
Q = 1
IF Q = 1 THEN
OPEN DISK2$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, USING "######"; NUMB.PTS
FOR I = 1 TO NUMB.PTS
PRINT #1, USING "######## ####.###"; Y.DATA&(I); A.DATA(I)
NEXT I
CLOSE
PRINT "DATA STORED IN ASCII FILE " + DISK2$; FILE.NAME$; ".PRN"





GET.DATA.FILE:'F(7) This gets previously saved data from disk
1**********************###**************###**********************************
CLS
PRINT :PRINT "FILES ON THE DISK IN DRIVE " + disk$ + " ARE:"
ON ERROR GOTO ERROR.HANDLER
SCREEN 0




ON ERROR GOTO FILE.NAME.ERROR.HANDLER
OPEN disk$ + FILE.NAME$ + ".DAB" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN = LEN(RECORDVAR)
ON ERROR GOTO 0
GET #1,1, OUTDATA
NUMB.PTS = OUTDATA
FOR I - 1 TO NUMB.PTS '####
GET #1, OUTDATA
Y.DATA &(I) = OUTDATA
GET #1 OUTDATA2
A.DATA(I) = OUTDATA2
X.DATA(I) = I'* 0.1
NEXT I
CLOSE
PRINT :PRINT NUMB.PTS; " POINTS FROM FILE "; disk$; FILE.NAME$; ".DABARE READY TO
PLOT"
GOSUB PRINT.BOTTOM.MENU
NUM = 0 'reset peak number, counter
*********.******************4e.**.****************************.**************







PRINT "F2-GET F3-PLT 54-SYMBOL F5-GRID F6-SAVE 57-GET-FILE F8-PLT-i F9-LIST 510-PRINT
RETURN
.********1.-##********************************######******####******#********
LIST.DATA: 'F(9) This lists the Y.data(j) and the A.data(j) for the num.pts
1****************************************************************************
PRINT
PRINT "I, Y.DATA&() A.DATA()"
FOR IQ = 1 TO NUMB.PTS
Q = 0
PRINT USING "#### ########### #####.0"; IQ; Y.DATA&(IQ)i A.DATA(IQ)
IF IQ MOD 20 = 0 THEN PRINT "ENTER 1 TO ESCAPE, RETURN TO CONTINUE"; :INPUT Q







FILE. NAME. ERROR. HANDLER:
,**************************************************************************
'BEEP
IF ERR = 53 THEN
GOSUB clear.line.23
LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT "FILE NOT FOUND.PRESS RETURN.";
ELSE















PRINT "Fl LIST THIS MENU"
PRINT "F2 - COLLECT NEW DATA"
PRINT "F3 PLOT DATA."
PRINT "F4 CHANGE PLOTTING SYMBOL"67
PRINT "F5 - Y GRID ON/OFF"
PRINT "F6 - SAVE DATA ON A DISK"
PRINT "F7 - GET DATA FROM A DISK"
PRINT "F8 - PLOT CURRENT"'
PRINT "F9LIST DATA"
PRINT "PlO - PRINT REPORT"
PRINT "UP-ARROWPLOT CURRENT ON TOP OF FREQUENCY"
PRINT "Press <Ctrl>+<I> keys to calibrate A/D for current."
PRINT "Press <Ctrl>+<G>keys to print Hercules screen on Epson printer."
PRINT "Press <Ctrl>+<R> to display signals in real time"
PRINT "Press <Ctrl>+<P> to plot on LaserJet IIIP (not IIP)"
PRINT "Press <q> to return to QuickBasic...& DOS
PRINT :PRINT "SELECT CHOICE:";
RETURN
'**************** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * **
PLOT.TO.IIIP: '<CTRL-P>
,*-*************************###*****************#
CLOSE :OPEN "LPT1:" FOR OUTPUT AS 01
PRINT #1, CHR$(27); "E";
PRINT #1, CHR$(27); "%0B";
PRINT #1, "IN";
PRINT #1, "SP1WUOPW0.2"; 'select penl, line width 0.2mm




PRINT#1,"DT*,1"; 'Define *as label terminator
PRINT#1,"IP"; P1X; PlY;P2X;P2Y; 'position windowPl,P2
PRINT#1,"SCO 100 0 100";
PRINT#1,"PAO 0";
PRINT#1,"PDO 100 100 1001000 0 0"; 'draw box
PRINT#1,"PU";
MARGIN=-INT(100 * FIX /(P2X Pit)) + 6
TICK =2
FOR I = 10 TO 90 STEP 10 'Plot Y tick marks
PRINT #1, "PUO"; I; "PD"; 1; I;
NEXT I
FOR I = 10 TO 90 STEP 10 'Plot X tick marks
PRINT #1, "PU"; I; "OPD"; I; TICK;
NEXT I
PRINT #1, "PU"; MARGIN; 50; 'Label axes
PRINT #1, "LB" + RIGHT$(YLB$, 10);
PRINT #1, "*;PA15,-5;";
PRINT #1, "LB" + XLB$ + "*";
PRINT #1, "PA"; MARGIN; "100LB"; 'Print axes scales
PRINT #1, USING "#######.###"; Y2;
PRINT #1, "*;PA"; MARGIN; 0;"LB";
PRINT #1, USING "#######.###"; Yl;68
PRINT #1, "*;PA-8 -5LB";
PRINT #1, USING "#####.#"; Xl;
PRINT #1, "*;PA87 -5LB";
PRINT #1, USING "#####.#"; X2;
PRINT #1, "*;PA"; MARGIN + 8; -16; "LBY Spacing="; DY
PRINT #1, "X Spacing="; DX
IF Numb.To.Average% > 0 THEN PRINT #1, "Number of Points Averaged= "; Numb.To.Average%
PRINT #1,
PRINT #1, "Today is: " + DATES + " "; TIMES
PRINT #1, "File date:" + TODAYS + "*";
PRINT #1, "PA35,104LBFi1e: " + FILE.NAME$ + "*";
PRINT #1, "SC"; Xl; X2; 0; 1000;
SCALE.HP = 1000 /(Y2 Yl)
PREVIOUS = INT((Y.TEMP(1) Yl)* SCALE.HP)
PRINT #1, "PU"; Xl; PREVIOUS
PRINT #1, "PD;PR"
FOR I = 2 TO NI























'Print screen utility for Hercules (tm) and compatible video cards
'and Epson and strictly compatible printers.
DEF SEG = &HB000 'set segment pointer to begining of screen 3 page 069
WIDTH "LPT1:", 255
n2 = 1
ni = 347 (255)
'set print width to 256 bytes wide
'number of columns for printing (INT (348/256))
'second number of colums for printina
OPEN "LPT1:BIN" FOR OUTPUT AS 1 'Open printer device, binary mode
PRINT #1, CHR$(27); "A"; CHR$(8);
'set printer line feed to 8/72"
FOR X = 89 TO 0 STEP -1
PRINT #1, CHR$(27); "K"; CHR$(nl); CHR$(n2);
' set printer for single density bit image graphics mode
lines
FOR Y = X TO X + 7830 STEP 90
FOR T = 0 TO 3
Yl = T * EIGHT.ONE.NINE.TWO
A = PEEK(Y + Yl)
b = 0
'step through each of the four scan
IF A <> 0 THEN
,***************** Flip byte for printer ******************
'This routine flips the byte that was taken from the screen
'so that it appears right-side-up on the printer.
IF(A AND HEX.80)THEN b=b+HEX.1
IF(A AND HEX.40)THEN b=b+HEX.2
IF(A AND HEX.20)THEN b=b+HEX.4
IF(A AND HEX.10)THEN b=b+HEX.8
IF(A AND HEX.8)THEN b=b+HEX.10
IF(A AND HEX.4)THEN b=b+HEX.20
IF(A AND HEX.2)THEN b=b+HEX.40
IF(A AND HEX.1)THEN b=b+HEX.80
END IF
PRINT #1, CHR$(b);





PRINT #1, CHR$(12)'form feed
CLOSE 1
END SUE